Abstract-In vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), because of the nonexistence of end-to-end connections, it is essential that nodes take advantage of connection opportunities to forward messages to make end-to-end messaging possible. Thus, it is crucial to make sure that nodes have incentives to forward messages for others, despite the fact that the routing protocols in VANETs are different from traditional end-to-end routing protocols. In this paper, we study how to stimulate message forwarding in VANETs. Our approach is based on coalitional game theory. In particular, we propose an incentive scheme for VANETs and rigorously show that with our scheme, faithfully following the routing protocol is in the best interest of each node. In addition, we extend our scheme to taking the limited storage space of each node into consideration. Experiments on testbed trace data verify that our scheme is effective in stimulating cooperation of message forwarding in VANETs.
I. INTRODUCTION
V EHICULAR ad hoc networks (VANETs) support communications among smart vehicles and between vehicles and nearby roadside equipment. There could be numerous useful and interesting services on the road provided by VANETs [1] - [6] in the near future. In VANETs, effective and efficient message delivery among vehicles must be guaranteed. Under certain circumstances (e.g., night time with low vehicular density or disseminating commercial ads through VANETs), to overcome the difficulty of intermittent connectivity, store-carryand-forward message switching becomes an important idea for routing in VANETs. A node stores and carries messages; it considers forwarding a message to another node whenever these two nodes come into communication range of one another. This way, each message is forwarded from one node to another. A number of routing protocols (e.g., [7] - [11] ) have been proposed to increase the likelihood of successfully delivering a message, which can be applied to VANETs.
However, even if we have a good routing protocol for a VANET, it is still a crucial question as to whether nodes will follow the protocol or not. The necessity of solving this problem can be observed in the perspectives of two types of nodes. On one hand, an ordinary node of the VANET may belong to an individual user and, thus, be selfish. It may be unwilling to forward messages from others for nothing; moreover, carrying message takes its own storage space. On the other hand, in many routing protocols, nodes with special abilities (e.g., those with more active mobility on the road, like Taxis) are more likely to be picked as forwarders. For these nodes, the situation is worse: Although they are willing to forward messages initially, the overwhelming load of services for others will soon consume so much of their communication resources (e.g., wireless bandwidth and storage space) that they will have to deviate from the protocol to save their own resources. Therefore, it is highly important to give nodes incentives, stimulating them to cooperate in forwarding messages.
Indeed, the automotive industry controls the vehicle manufacture. However, we can also foresee some problems of cooperation, even if manufacturers do not leave it as an option for the users to choose between being cooperative or not. After the vehicles are sold, they are under the full control of the users. Thus, although the manufacturer does not leave an option for the users to choose between being cooperative or selfish, the users can still get help from some expert hackers in changing the VANET protocols running in the vehicles so that they can be "free riders" in the network without contributing anything. Hence, we believe that mandatory cooperation in VANETs is difficult to achieve, and designing incentive-compatible packetforwarding protocols can help provide a feasible way to enforce mandatory cooperation in VANETs.
There are two types of existing incentive mechanisms for stimulating cooperation in wireless networks: 1) reputationbased approaches (e.g., [12] - [14] ) and 2) credit-based approaches (e.g., [15] and [16] ). Reputation-based approaches rely on observing the behavior of neighbor nodes and punishing the detected uncooperative nodes to stimulate cooperation. In VANETs, however, for a distributed reputation system, the deviating behaviors of a selfish node are more difficult to be observed and determined by other nodes because the connections with the same nodes are occasional. Recent work on incentive-aware routing in delay-tolerant networks (DTN) [17] cannot be applied to VANETs for a similar reason: The authors use a tit-for-tat mechanism in which nodes reward or punish their neighbors based on the history they have observed; however, in VANETs, the connection opportunity between any two nodes may only occur once, and thus, the neighborhood 0018-9545/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE relationship cannot easily be established. Of course, if a centralized reputation controller is established in the VANET, then it could collect and broadcast the reputation of any node to help stimulate cooperation in the network. In this paper, we aim at another approach, i.e., credit-based mechanisms, to encourage cooperation by rewarding credits to the cooperative nodes. This idea is particularly appropriate for many applications in VANETs, such as disseminating advertising using vehicles. In existing works for traditional multihop networks, the creditbased mechanisms depend on end-to-end connections to determine how many credits each node should receive. In VANETs, since end-to-end paths are not guaranteed at all, existing creditbased mechanisms cannot be used either.
In this paper, we use an approach based on coalitional game theory to solve the forwarding cooperation problem in VANETs. In particular, we say that a node is cooperative in forwarding in VANETs if it follows the routing protocol. In a coalitional game, there are a number of players. These players correspond to the nodes in a VANET. When the players in a subset decide to cooperate within the subset, the subset is called a coalition.
In particular, the coalition of all players is called the grand coalition. Hence, our goal is to ensure that whenever a message needs to be forwarded in a VANET, all involved nodes have incentives to form a grand coalition. In coalitional game theory, there is a strong solution concept, namely, core, which can provide such guarantees.
We propose an incentive scheme for VANETs and rigorously analyze it in the framework of coalitional games, showing that, when it is used, following the protocol is in the core of the coalitional game. In addition, we extend our scheme to take the limited storage space of each node into consideration. When a node does not have sufficient space for storage, it has to discard some of the messages. To decide which messages to discard, many routing protocols (e.g., [6] , [10] , and [18] ) require some auxiliary information to be transmitted in control messages, such as the probabilities of meeting the destinations. Although, in principle, we can stimulate the forwarding of these control messages using the same method that we use for data messages, it would require much overhead to do so. To make our scheme more efficient, we propose a lightweight approach that makes full use of the selfishness of the autonomous nodes, giving them the freedom to choose which messages to discard. Our extended scheme guarantees that it is in the best interest of each node to discard the messages that the system prefers to drop.
There are a few existing works [19] , [20] on the incentive problems of packet forwarding in VANETs. However, they either target a specific routing goal (e.g., [19] ) or do not have a rigorous proof for the nodes' cooperation (e.g., [20] ). In contrast, our work considers the incentives for all nodes, including the sources, and guarantees the cooperation of them under rigorous theoretical analysis. For a more detailed comparison, see Section II.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents brief reviews of the related works. In Section III, we introduce basic concepts in coalitional game theory and present a model of the forwarding cooperation problem in VANETs. Section IV describes the incentive scheme. In Section V, an extension to limited storage space is considered. Experimental evaluation results are presented in Section VI. We conclude this paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
A number of DTN routing protocols have been proposed, which can be applied to VANETs. They can roughly be classified into two categories based on the strategies that they use: 1) flooding (replication)-based protocols (e.g., [6] and [9] - [11] ) and 2) forwarding-based protocols (e.g., [7] , [8] , and [21] ). Flooding-based protocols allow making message replications to increase the probability for any copy of the message to reach the destination. For example, in epidemic routing [9] , if a node has a message to send, then it transmits the copies to all the nodes it meets in the random movement. Sprayand-Wait routing [21] also falls into this category. In contrast, many works focus on forwarding strategies using knowledge about the network without flooding. The forwarding-strategybased protocols rely on knowledge about the network to select the best path to the destination. Recently, in [18] , a routing protocol has been proposed that intentionally optimizes one chosen performance metric. However, all these works have not considered the incentives of nodes to cooperate, which may lead to performance degradation in the face of selfish nodes.
The incentive mechanisms for routing in wireless networks can broadly be divided into two categories: 1) reputation systems (e.g., [12] - [14] and [22] ) and 2) credit-based systems (e.g., [15] , [16] , and [23] - [27] ). Game theory has extensively been applied to design and analyze such incentive mechanisms. For example, in [22] , a reputation mechanism is modeled as a repeated reputation game, and the analysis of the game helps to assess the robustness of the reputation scheme. Different from this paper, their work does not use micropayment to stimulate cooperation. Instead, nodes in the network can punish each other if they have observed the selfish behavior of the cheaters by refusing to forward packets for them. In contrast, in credit-based systems such as [15] , [16] , [26] , and [27] , pricing schemes are often leveraged to enforce node collaboration, and micropayment is used to implement the pricing schemes. For example, in [26] , a practical incentive scheme based on micropayment is proposed for traditional multihop wireless networks. The major difference of this work and ours is that we separate the behavior of receiving and forwarding the message in the payment scheme. This is due to the fact that under many circumstances of VANETs, the connectivity between nodes is intermittent, and thus, there is a good chance that messages received are lost before meeting the subsequent node (which is not the case for traditional multihop wireless networks). In summary, all of the existing schemes are designed for traditional end-to-end routing systems only. Since VANETs are fundamentally different from traditional end-to-end routing systems, it is very difficult to apply these works to VANETs.
In intervehicle communication, public key infrastructure (PKI) has become the most suitable security building block for VANETs to satisfy security requirements [28] , [29] . Digital signatures can be processed using computing resources equipped in vehicles [30] . In our scheme, we also utilize a PKI as a building block to verify the identities of vehicles through wireless connections. Usually, in VANETs, for security reasons, identity verification is required for the message sender. In our scheme, when a node wants to forward a message to the subsequent node, certified identities are needed for both the subsequent node and the message forwarder.
In [19] , a secure incentive framework is presented for commercial ad dissemination in VANETs. Commercial ad dissemination has a specific routing goal (namely, sending the ad message to as many nodes as possible). Their solution is designed for this goal and, thus, does not apply to packets that have only one or some destinations. Li and Wu [20] proposed a nice incentive scheme that solved the overspending problem for VANETs. They use a forwarding tree to represent the message propagation process and allocate weighted rewards to the intermediate nodes according to their positions in the forwarding tree. Our scheme also considers the incentive of the source node, but it has a major difference from the scheme in [20] . Our scheme has rigorous analysis of incentives, whereas the scheme in [20] does not.
Recently, in [31] , Wu et al. have proposed an incentivecompatible opportunistic routing scheme. Their focus is on making sure that the nodes faithfully follow the protocol (i.e., reporting link loss and so on) in the process of making routing decisions, whereas our objective is to enforce the nodes to cooperatively forward the packets as required by the routing decisions. Therefore, the solutions in [31] cannot be applied to solve the problem in this paper.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, first, we briefly review some basic concepts in coalitional game theory that will be needed in our analysis. Then, we present a coalitional game model for message forwarding in VANETs.
A. Coalitional Game and the Core
In coalitional game theory, the central concept is the formation of coalitions. Each coalition is a subset of game players who cooperatively join forces. Each selfish player always tries to join the coalition that can maximize its own payoff share. Denote by R the set of real numbers. Formally, a coalitional game can be defined as follows.
Definition 1: A coalitional game is an ordered pair (N, v), where N is the set of players, and v is a characteristic function from 2 N to R such that v(φ) = 0. Each subset of N is called a coalition. Hence, the characteristic function v assigns a real number to each coalition, called the payoff of that coalition. The coalition N, which consists of all players, is called a grand coalition.
Intuitively, for a coalition S, v(S) is the amount of overall benefit that can be obtained by the players in S from cooperation agreements among them.
Ideally, all players join the grand coalition so that any two players cooperate with each other. Since each player has the freedom to choose the coalition to join based on its own interests, we must ensure that joining the grand coalition is in the best interest of every player. In coalitional game theory, there is a classic solution concept, i.e., core, which gives us such a guarantee.
Definition 2: In a coalitional game (N, v), the core C(v) is the set of payoff allocation vectors x ∈ R N , s.t.
where x i is the payoff allocation to player i. From the preceding definition, we can see that an allocation that lies in the core is efficient [32] in that i∈N x i = v(N), which means no payoff is wasted. Moreover, because x i ≥ v({i}), an allocation in the core is individually rational [32] , which means that each player can obtain a payoff share that is no less than if they acted alone. (In fact, each player's payoff share is no less than if they had joined any other coalition.)
Note that the core of a coalitional game may be of any size; it may even be empty. If the core is empty, then cannot be guaranteed that it is in the best interest of every player to join the grand coalition.
B. Coalitional Game Formation in VANET Message Forwarding
In this section, we introduce the VANET system model used in this paper and present a coalitional game model for message forwarding in VANETs.
We consider a VANET with a set of mobile nodes. Two nodes can exchange messages when they are within the transmission range of each other. Here, we consider a general routing protocol denoted by . Note that could be one of the many existing routing protocols. In this paper, we assume that there is only one routing protocol in the system. It is a very interesting problem when there are different routing protocols coexisting in the network. If each node knows which routing protocol should be chosen, then our incentive scheme can be extended to cope with this situation by adding one more piece of information into the message receipt, indicating the routing protocol used for message transmission. Otherwise, we will have a new challenging problem. We leave it to future study.
In the VANET, messages can directly be delivered to the destination or forwarded by some intermediate nodes before reaching their destinations. The intermediate node may or may not replicate a copy of the message and keep it during the transmission, according to different routing protocols. Note that in this paper, we use the term forwarding in a very general sense; by forwarding a message, we mean either the transfer of the message itself or the transfer of its copies to the next hop.
A directed graph G = (V, E) is used to describe the forwarding of each message. V is the set of nodes that are required to participate in routing this message by . Each directed edge in E represents that the message is forwarded from the tail node to the head node. In other words, the graph G records the traces of a message and its copies. In some application scenarios, the nodes are all equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS). Then, it is possible to modify V to create georeferenced coalitional games. In particular, using geolocation information, we can only consider nodes that have meaning with respect to source and destination so that the signaling and communication overhead can be reduced. Here, in our game, to keep it general, the nodes are those that are required to forward packets by the routing protocol.
We now model the transfer of a message from its source (src.) to its destination (dest.) as a forwarding coalitional game. The forwarding coalitional game (N, v) starts when the message is generated by src. and ends after it and its copies disappear in the network, either successfully received by the dest. or discarded by all intermediate nodes halfway. The players are the nodes in V (i.e., N = V ), including src. and dest. In the process of this message being transferred from one node to another, two nodes are in a coalition if the message (or its copy) is transmitted between them in the way defined in . We call the forwarding behaviors specified by legal forwarding for convenience in the rest of this paper. The coalitional relationship is transitive, i.e., if nodes p and q are in a coalition, and if q and r are in a coalition, then p and r are in the same coalition.
Recall that to form the forwarding coalitional game (N, v), N and v must be specified. Since in VANETs the end-to-end connections are not guaranteed, the first challenge to form the forwarding coalitional game is to determine the nodes that should be involved in message forwarding according to , i.e., players set N. The difficulty lies in the fact that in VANET routing protocols, the next forwarder can only be determined when the carrier and the potential forwarder meet based on some routing information (in this paper, by meet we mean two nodes come in communication range with each other). To clarify N for each game, we use a stimulating approach to encourage the nodes to report their meetings. Every time two nodes meet, each node keeps a brief record of their meeting and the routing information. To report each record, nodes (except src.) can obtain an amount of reward u for assisting to determine the player set N. We note that the reason for keeping records of neighbors is to enforce the incentive scheme and not to route messages in the VANETs. Our incentive scheme can work with routing protocols that do not need information about neighbors. We will present the specific system design, e.g., where and how the records will be reported and the content of the record, in detail in Section IV.
An important component in a coalitional game is the definition of the payoff (worth) of a coalition S, i.e., v(S). Naturally, the total payoff of a coalition should reflect their success in forwarding the message to dest. Let d(S) denote the number of message copies that are successfully delivered to dest. within coalition S. We can formulate the worth of coalition S as follows:
where δ is a system parameter representing the reward for successfully delivering one message copy, 1 and u is the unit amount of reward for reporting a record. n rec (S) is the number of meeting records submitted by the members in S. In words, the worth of a coalition consists of two parts: 1) rewards for successfully transferring data to dest. and 2) rewards for helping determine the player set N. Clearly, if dest. is not in S, then d(S) = 0. Moreover, by the transitivity of the coalition, d(S) > 0 if and only if both src. and dest. are in S.
In Fig. 1 , we illustrate the forwarding coalitional game model with two examples. Their description graphs G are in subfigures (a) and (b), respectively. The locations of the nodes in the graph have no physical meaning. The number labeling each node is the node ID. Recall that each edge represents a legal forwarding between the two nodes. In subfigure (a), all players form a grand coalition N, that is, all players involved in the transmission follow the routing protocol . In (b), the legal forwarding between nodes 1 and 2 does not happen when the two nodes meet; neither do those between 4 and 6 and 6 and 7. As a result, in the forwarding coalitional game, four coalitions are formed. In the two games, all nodes report their meeting records for the rewards. Let δ = 10 and u = 0.5. For the grand coalition, d(N ) = 1, and n rec (N ) = 15 (because each meeting is reported twice by the nodes excluding the source); then, according to (1), v(N ) = 17.5. In Fig. 1(b 
because the destination is not included in S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 . Similarly, according to (1), we can calculate the worth of each coalition in each game, as shown in the figure.
IV. INCENTIVE SCHEME FOR VEHICULAR AD HOC NETWORK MESSAGE FORWARDING
After establishing the forwarding coalitional game model, in this section, we design an incentive scheme for VANET message forwarding based on this model. First, we present the system architecture and introduce a payoff-allocation method that we will use in the incentive scheme. Then, we rigorously show that it can result in a strongly stable state that is in the core. After that, we present a complete design of our incentive scheme based on our payoff-allocation method. Finally, we describe how our scheme deals with cheating.
A. System Architecture
The overall architecture of the system consists of a number of smart vehicles that have VANET communication devices installed and a central authority called the virtual credit center (VCC). As in many other incentive schemes for wireless networks and, particularly, the VANET (e.g., [15] , [16] , and [19] ), the VCC is used. We assume that the VCC issues a certificate to each node, and each node has an account (of virtual currency) in the VCC. Nodes do not need to connect to the VCC all the time. Instead, nodes save and store the information that they need to communicate with the VCC temporarily, and when they are close to some infrastructures, they connect to the VCC and communicate with it (including receiving credits). For example, they can connect to the VCC in the gas station.
Initially, each node in the VANET system has an equal amount of virtual currency in its account stored by the VCC. If a node has helped in the forwarding of a message, then whenever the node has a chance to connect to the VCC, it submits the evidence (i.e., records of meetings and message receipts, which will be described in detail later) to the VCC and receives the credits from the VCC. The VCC gives credits to a node in the form of virtual currency, i.e., it increases the amount of virtual currency that the node keeps in its account kept by the VCC. Correspondingly, the source node will be charged (the VCC decreases the amount of virtual currency in the source node's account). We note that in some cases, the source of a message may send it as a reply for a request for the benefit of the destination. We consider this problem as the incentive issue in the application layer, e.g., providing data service for others. There are some works on the incentive issues in the application layer (e.g., stimulating cooperation file sharing in peer-to-peer networks). We think that the incentive for the source to send packets and the incentive for the intermediate nodes to forward packets are two separate issues. The source is motivated by the incentive scheme in the application layer to send messages to the destination, whereas the intermediate nodes should also be incentivized in the network layer. Once the source is motivated by the application layer mechanism, it makes sense to let the source pay the forwarders since only when the data messages are delivered can the source receive rewards from the destination by the incentive scheme in the application layer. In this paper, we only focus on the incentive issues in the network layer. When a node needs more virtual money, it can buy some using real money. All transactions are cleared within the VCC. The details about how the VCC will process the evidence will be presented in Section IV-D.
B. Allocation of Payoff
Our goal is to design a payoff-allocation method (X ∈ R N ) in the forwarding coalitional game such that for the transmission of each message in VANETs, the grand coalition is guaranteed. To achieve the grand coalition, the challenge is to make sure of the nonemptiness of the core in the game and to assign a payoff allocation to each player in the coalition that satisfies the core requirement. Naturally, the source node and the intermediate nodes should be treated differently in the payoff allocation due to their different roles in the game. Therefore, we consider them separately.
1) Payoff Allocation to Intermediate Nodes:
For each intermediate node, its share of payoff should reflect its contribution in the game. Hence, the payoff-allocation function for intermediate nodes is designed as follows based on two types of behaviors in the coalition, i.e., receiving and forwarding:
In (2), m r (i) is the number of times that the intermediate node i receives one copy of the message from some other node. m f (i) is the number of times that i successfully forwards one copy of the message to another node following the routing protocol . α and β are the rewards for the receiving and forwarding behaviors, respectively. u · n rec (i) is the amount of reward to node i for reporting the meeting records. Note that dest. can be viewed as an intermediate node, which only receives copies without further forwarding.
2) Payoff Allocation to the Source Node: The payoff allocation to the source node contains two parts: the gains by successfully delivering message copies to dest. subtracted by rewards used to pay the intermediate nodes. The payoff allocation function for src. is defined as
C. Sufficient Conditions to Achieve Core
With the payoff-allocation functions previously described, will the forwarding coalitional game automatically achieve a stable grand coalition? It depends on the parameters δ, α, and β. If the values of δ, α, and β are inappropriately chosen, then the core of the game may become empty. Therefore, in the sequel, we study how to choose the parameters and ensure that the payoff allocation of our incentive scheme is in the core, i.e., the payoff allocation satisfies individual rationality, coalitional rationality, and efficiency, respectively. At the end of this section, we summarize the results and give the sufficient conditions on δ, α, and β for achieving the core.
1) Individual Rationality: First, we examine the individual rationality of the players, i.e., no player receives less than what it could get on its own. For the source node, if it does not send the message to any intermediate node, then v({src.}) = 0. Therefore, it is necessary to make sure that x src. ≥ 0 in grand coalition N whenever d(N) > 0 to guarantee the individual rationality for the source node. The following lemma specifies the condition to achieve individual rationality.
Lemma 3: If the following equation holds for the payoff allocation defined in (2) and (3), then the individual rationality is guaranteed:
See [33] for the proof. Given the result of Lemma 3, in designing our incentive scheme, we make max(α,
2) Coalitional Rationality: Even with the individual rationality of each node, it still cannot guarantee that no coalition of nodes can benefit from deviating the grand coalition. To see this, we revisit the example in Fig. 1(a) . In this game, m r = 8, and m f = 7. Let α = 0.55 and β = 0.6 to satisfy condition (4). Then, in grand coalition, the total payoff allocation that the nodes in S 1 can get is i∈S 1 x i = 13.25, whereas the worth of the coalition S 1 is v(S 1 ) = 15.5. Intuitively, coalition S 1 can collectively get better payoff allocations by excluding nodes 2, 6, and 7 from their coalition and saving the payments to them, which is worth 2.25 in total. Consequently, the nodes in S 1 have the incentive to deviate from the grand coalition, which leads some nodes in N not to follow the routing protocol.
To overcome the difficulty in ensuring coalitional rationality, we modify δ in (1) from a constant parameter to a function of the coalition S. δ(S) is the reward for successfully delivering one message copy in coalition S. In particular, define δ(S) as the ratio of the cooperative behaviors (receiving or forwarding) in S to the total number in N, i.e.,
In the grand coalition N, all nodes are cooperative, and therefore, δ(N) = 1. Therefore, (4) can be rewritten as
Now, we are going to prove that given (5), no node can benefit by deviating from the grand coalition and forming a coalition consisting of a subset of nodes. Lemma 4: In the forwarding coalitional game (N, v) , where
, the payoff allocations defined in (2) and (3) with condition that
guarantee that no coalition has incentives to deviate from the grand coalition. See [33] for the proof.
3) Efficiency:
Finally, it is easy to verify the efficiency of the payoff allocation. That is
We now summarize our analysis results in the following theorem.
Theorem 5: In the forwarding coalitional game (N, v) , where
with the condition that
is sufficient to be guaranteed in the core.
Proof: This theorem holds due to Lemma 3, Lemma 4, and the efficiency property shown in Section IV-C3. Theorem 5 guarantees that by using the payoff-allocation functions, no coalition of the selfish nodes have the interest to break with the grand coalition. The system will converge to a strongly stable state that nodes are willing to follow the routing protocol and cooperate in forwarding messages.
D. Complete Design of Incentive Scheme
Based on the foregoing payoff-allocation functions, in this section, we specify our complete incentive scheme.
We assume that there is a PKI in the VANETs. Each node i has a public/private key pair Kp i , Ks i and a certificate that is digitally signed by a trusted certificate authority. Denote (sign Kp (), verify Ks ()) as the digital signature scheme used in VANETs.
The complete incentive scheme consists of the programs installed at each node in the VANETs and the algorithm running at the VCC. The programs at each node can further be divided into three groups of functions: 1) the source node; 2) the intermediate node; and 3) the destination, respectively. The detailed architecture of this incentive scheme is shown in Fig. 2 .
Source Node: Suppose that src. wants to send a message M to dest. src. computes a digital signature sign Ks src. (md(M )) based on the message it is about to send. src. will send the message (or copies) together with the message-specific digital signature sign Ks src. (md(M )) to the adjacent intermediate nodes, where md() is a message digest function.
Intermediate Nodes: When a node carrying M meets a subsequent node, the two nodes first verify each other's identity using authentication certificates. Each node keeps a brief record of their meeting (ts, id, Rinf ), where ts denotes the time when they meet. id is the identity of the other node, and Rinf is the routing information available (which may need to be exchanged with the other node in many routing protocols such as [10] and [18] ). A different content of Rinf is defined according to the routing protocols used in VANETs. For example, if makes routing decisions based on historic meeting information [6] , [10] , [34] , Rinf can be the expected probabilities of meeting other nodes in the system.
If the node carrying M decides to forward according to routing protocol , then it sends the message M together with sign Ks src (md(M )) to the subsequent node. After receiving M , the subsequent node saves sign Ks src (md(M )) as a receipt. Nodes submit their meeting reports and message receipt to VCC whenever they can connect to it.
Destination Node: If dest. receives M or its copies, then it waits for a certain amount of time and calculates the total number of copies it receives d(N). When dest. can connect to VCC, it submits its receipt, i.e., one copy of M together with d(N) to the system.
Computing Payoff Allocations: The VCC computes the payoff allocations once in a certain time interval, which is long enough to collect receipts and meeting reports. Whenever nodes can connect to VCC, they can receive their payoff allocations in the form of credits. Before VCC starts to compute the payoff allocations, it first matches all meeting records into pairs by the same timestamp and corresponding node ids and then produces pairs of meeting record vectors in the form of (ts, id 1 , id 2 , Rinf 1 , Rinf 2 ), (ts, id 2 , id 1 , Rinf 2 , Rinf 1 ). VCC discards the single meeting records that fail to match with any other record. VCC counts the number of meeting records submitted by each node and obtains each n rec (i) in the payoff-allocation functions [see (6) ]. Fig. 3 specifies the protocol to compute the payoff allocations to the nodes who were involved in the transmission of message M . To compute the number of receiving and forwarding behaviors for each node, the protocol adopts a breadth-first search starting from src. to trace all cooperative behaviors using the meeting record information and receipts. From Fig. 3 , we can see that the algorithm to allocate payoff is essentially a breadth-first search of the message forwarding tree. Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n), where n is the number of receipts that nodes in the system have submitted. Usually, the number of n depends on several factors, e.g., the total number of nodes in the network, the number of messages being transmitted, the basic routing protocol in the system, etc. 
E. Preventing Cheating Behaviors
In Section IV-C, the analysis shows that the payoff-allocation functions in our incentive scheme stimulate the nodes to cooperate. However, nodes may still cheat by submitting false information that is used in computing the payoff allocations.
In this section, we analyze the possible false information that nodes may submit and discuss solutions to prevent these cheating behaviors.
False Receipts: Since the payoff allocation of each node in the system essentially depends on the number of receipts that they submit, nodes may save and submit the receipts without forwarding the message. If the nodes behave like this, then it will cause the number of copies delivered to dest. to be less than what it should be. In this case, according to the payoff-allocation condition (7) False Meeting Records: According to our analysis in Section IV-C, hiding meeting records and not following the routing protocol will not result in higher payoff shares for the nodes. Therefore, the remaining problem is to prevent them from forging false meeting records, which have not really happened.
There are two types of forged meeting records: 1) meeting records with false time and meeting node ids, i.e., totally forged meeting records, and 2) meeting records only with false routing information. One node cannot generate a totally forged meeting record by itself because our protocol discards all nonpaired records, as previously mentioned. If two nodes collude in generating false routing information, then they can transfer more messages that are not allowed by and, hence, obtain more payoff allocations than they should. To prevent this kind of cheating behavior, different solutions for different routing protocols are needed. If is based on historic transfer information (e.g., some bounds the number of replicates of one message), then our protocol can detect the forged information since it can verify and record all legal forwardings in the breadth-first search. In some other s, nodes exchange control information, for instance, the expected transfer probabilities. To enforce the nodes to honestly measure and report routing information, similar approaches to those in [31] can be adopted.
V. EXTENDED SCHEME
In this section, we extend our incentive scheme to address the challenge brought by the limited storage space of nodes. Indeed, storage space is more available for VANET nodes than traditional multihop wireless network nodes. However, it could still be limited since there may be many applications running inside the vehicles, which could also consume storage space. It is not likely that the vehicle owner would buy much extra storage space to carry data messages for other nodes, particularly when it can decide the space capacity. Therefore, we believe that under some circumstances, storage space could still be limited for message forwarding in VANETs. Most existing routing protocols (such as [18] and [35] ) have taken limited storage into consideration; they disseminate some control information to make the decision on how to better utilize the storage space. Consequently, a theoretical solution would be extending our incentive scheme to guarantee cooperation in truthfully reporting and transferring control information. Nevertheless, such a theoretical solution suffers from a very large overhead. Therefore, in this section, we provide an alternative lightweight incentive approach to solve this problem. Specifically, we extend the payoff-allocation functions in the incentive scheme so that the system can intentionally choose a performance metric to optimize and distribute the payoff to each node according to how its forwarding behavior satisfies the routing goal. As the nodes are selfish and aim to maximize the total payoff shares of their own, we show that it is their dominant strategy [32] to always drop the messages that the system prefers to drop.
It is assumed that in a VANET, nodes only have limited space to store at most P messages. Hence, although forwarding more messages will bring them higher payoff shares, nodes can only carry some of those that they receive. We classify the time to discard a message into two categories: 1) before meeting the subsequent node and 2) after forwarding to the subsequent node. Clearly, in the first case, the forwarding behavior does not occur, whereas in the second case, it occurs. Recall that the transmission of each message from source to destination is modeled as a forwarding coalitional game. We assume that there are Q messages, with different sources or destinations, transferred in the VANET. Therefore, there are Q games in which a node could possibly participate. Denote G as the game set and |G| = Q. Each game g in G can be labeled by the source-destination pair.
We now extend the payoff-allocation functions in our incentive scheme. The payoff allocation of node i in game g is defined as
where α i (g) (respectively, β i (g)) is the amount of reward that i can obtain for receiving (respectively, forwarding) a message copy in game g. In other words, we change the constant unit reward to a reward function on the player and the game. When the game g ends, VCC first computes α i (g) and β i (g) before allocating the payoffs. The design of α i (g) and β i (g) depends on which performance metric the system wants to optimize and the corresponding routing protocol. Here, we present an example of α i (g) and β i (g) for systems aiming to maximize the delivery ratio. Define
where d g (N) denotes the number of message copies delivered to the destination in game g, and d g (N − {i}) is the number of delivered copies if the node i is excluded from the game. γ is a constant parameter used to scale the total payoff. Intuitively, if d g (N) − d g (N − {i}) = 0, then it means that the node contributes nothing to the delivery of the message. d g (N − {i}) can be computed in the VCC using the meeting records submitted by the nodes. Greater α i (g) and β i (g) imply that the receiving and forwarding of node i result in higher delivery ratio.
With the foregoing extension, the total payoff shares that a player can obtain in the Q games is X i = g∈G x i (g). In the following theorem, the dominant strategy of each node is to contribute more in the games that can bring higher payoff shares to it.
Theorem 6: Assume that for each game g, the payoff share for node i is defined as (8) , and α i (g) ∝ β i (g) ∝ m f (i, g) . Then, it is a dominant strategy for each node to accept messages with the highest α i (g) during a transfer opportunity and to remove messages with the lowest β i (g) to make room for the incoming messages.
See [33] for the proof. We note that α i (g) and β i (g) are computed by the VCC after the game g ends, and the knowledge of α i (g) and β i (g) is not forwarded in the VANETs to reach node i. Then, how can each node know α i (g) and β i (g) to maximize its own total payoff? Each node can approximate the parameters using the local information and what it receives from the VCC. There are many algorithms that nodes can apply to estimate α i (g) and β i (g) for each game. The key idea is that if, in history, a node got a high unit payoff from forwarding for a source-destination pair, then it is likely that this trend will last for some time as long as its mobility pattern does not change dramatically. Here, by mobility pattern, we mean the path followed by a vehicle during an extensive time frame. Based on its historic behaviors and the corresponding payoff shares, nodes can estimate α i (g) and β i (g) in the current game. After the nodes learn for a long-enough time, the system will converge to the equilibrium, in which nodes take their dominant strategies, and in the meantime, the system objective can be met. For example, one VANET node passes by a department store every morning and afternoon on the way between its home and an office, and this department store regularly disseminates the announcement of sale information. Hence, this node can learn from its previous experience that helping forwarding the messages from the department store gains more payoffs than for other unknown sources. Therefore, it can decide which message to discard if space is limited, to the best of its own interest. We will verify this by the experiments in Section VI-D.
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we extensively evaluate our incentive scheme using GloMoSim [36] . Our objectives are twofold: 1) to verify that our scheme effectively stimulates cooperation in VANETs and 2) to evaluate the impact of our scheme in improving the system performance in terms of delivery ratio and delay time when selfish behaviors appear in VANETs. The experiments are conducted on the traces from a real vehicular network, i.e., DieselNet [6] . We test our incentive scheme based on two different routing protocols, i.e., meetings-visits (MV) [10] and binary Spray-and-Wait [11] . In Section IV-D, we also evaluate the performance of our incentive scheme with limited storage space of nodes.
A. Settings
Traces From DieselNet: We evaluate our incentive scheme on testbed traces from DieselNet [6] , which is a vehicular network testbed consisting of 40 buses, of which only a subset is on the road each day. Each bus in DieselNet carries a computer of 40-GB storage space and a GPS device. They are set to transmit random data to other nodes whenever they are within the range. The traces from February 6, 2007 to May 14, 2007 [18] (58 files) are used. These traces are from the buses running routes serviced by UmassTransit. The mobility of these buses is determined by UmassTransit, and the bus routes can be found at http://www.umass.edu/campus_services/transit/. The average number of meetings between buses per day is 147.5. Each trace file consists of the connection events occurring on any given day. For each meeting event, the following information is recorded as a tuple: the media access control (MAC) address of the bus sending data; the MAC address of the bus receiving data; and the time of meeting, transmission size, and meeting location. The traces are generated using a default rate of four messages per hour of each bus for every other bus on the road, and the size of each message is 1 kB. We import the traces of 11 buses each day into GloMoSim and vary the messagegenerating rate in our experiments. The experiment results are averaged over 58 traces.
Routing Protocols: In each of the VANET networks, we test our incentive scheme with two different routing protocols, i.e., MV and binary Spray-and-Wait. The objective of using two routing protocols in our evaluation is not to compare them but to show that our incentive scheme can guarantee packet-forwarding cooperation for systems with different routing protocols. Although MV and Spray-and-Wait are initially designed for delay-tolerant routing, they are also very useful in multihop delay-tolerant scenarios for vehicular networks, such as delivering commercial advertisements regarding sale information at a store, with low vehicle density. We choose these two protocols because each of them is representative in the two categories of routing protocols (see Section II). The key idea of MV is to estimate the delivery probability of each node to the message destination using historic contact information, whereas Spray-and-Wait is based on message replication but restricts the number of copies for each message to L. In the experiments on MV, the time unit in calculating the delivery probabilities is set to 1 min, and nodes do not keep copies after forwarding them. In binary Spray-and-Wait set, L = 12.
Metrics: To show that our incentive scheme indeed provides effective stimulation for forwarding cooperation, we measure the accumulative credit of the forwarding nodes when they have different forwarding behaviors. Note that nodes have to spend credits to send their own messages, and therefore, they have the incentive to earn more credits for future use. Our incentive scheme computes payoff allocations every 30 min. Set u = 0.01, β = (d(N)/(m r + m f )) − 0.02, and α = β − 0.05. We set u, β, and α as previously because we need to guarantee that α > 0, β > 0, and max(α, beta) ≤ (d (N)/(m r + m f ) ). In addition, we let α < β because the behavior of forwarding a message requires not only sending it but also storing the message until meeting the subsequent node. Hence, it makes sense to reward a little more to the behavior of forwarding. We set the value of u relatively small because making meeting records requires less energy consumption than receiving and forwarding data messages. To evaluate the impact of our incentive scheme on system performance, we measure both delivery ratio and delay time.
Nodes use IEEE 802.11 (at 11 Mb/s) as the MAC layer protocol. The radios' transmission range is set to 250 m. The radio propagation model is two way.
B. Accumulative Credit
The first set of experiments is to verify that with our incentive scheme, nodes always lose credits if they do not faithfully follow the routing protocols. Specifically, we define the selfish behavior as only forwarding the messages destined to the nodes in its own coalition. In other words, selfish nodes do not follow the routing protocol if the incoming message is not destined to be within its coalition. We vary the size of the coalition that consists of selfish nodes, and all other nodes remain cooperative. We set up two different coalition scenarios for the selfish users. The first scenario is that there are two coalitions in total, with one of size 6 and the other of size 5. The second scenario is that the 11 active nodes form three coalitions, consisting of four, four, and three nodes, respectively. We record the average accumulative credits of selfish nodes in coalitions of different sizes and compare them with the average accumulative credits of cooperative nodes.
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, show the results of MV and Spray-and-Wait in DieselNet. We can observe that at any time, nodes get the most credits if they cooperatively follow the routing protocol for all the messages. The smaller the coalition, the fewer credits the selfish nodes can obtain. Note that because the busses only operate in the daytime, the credits of the nodes remain the same when there are no message transmissions taking place. From the figures, it is clear that with either MV or Spray-and-Wait applied in the network, selfish nodes can never receive more credits than cooperatively forwarding all the messages. Therefore, our incentive scheme provides an effective stimulating mechanism for nodes to cooperate.
C. Impacts on System Performance
Our second set of experiments is to show that when the network has selfish nodes, our incentive scheme can improve system performance. In particular, we demonstrate how the incentive scheme can impact the delivery ratio and delay time when 30% and 10% of the nodes in the VANET are selfish. The selfish nodes are randomly picked, and the selfish behavior is defined the same as previously defined.
We vary the message-generating rate and measure the delivery ratio and the average max-delay time per message. Figs. 6 and 8 show the results of the experiments on MV, and Figs. 7 and 9 demonstrate the results on Spray-and-Wait. As shown in Fig. 6 , our scheme increases the delivery ratio of the MV routing protocol by up to 23.9% when 30% nodes form a coalition in the network. We also find that when there are 10% nodes in the system, the delivery ratio is higher than the case of 30% selfish nodes. A similar conclusion can be drawn from Fig. 7 , wherein our incentive scheme can increase the delivery ratio of Spray-and-Wait by up to 9.44% when there are 30% selfish nodes. Furthermore, it can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9 that our incentive scheme can always shorten the average maxdelay time of messages (up to 9.5% for MV and up to 14.5% for Spray-and-Wait). Again, more selfish nodes in the system result in longer delay time.
D. Experiments on Extended Scheme
In this section, we evaluate our extended scheme when the nodes only have limited storage space. We assume that all nodes are cooperative in that they always receive and forward Fig. 7 . Delivery ratios achieved with and without our incentive scheme when Spray-and-Wait is used. Fig. 8 . Average delay of messages in the system with and without our incentive scheme when MV is used. Fig. 9 . Average delay of messages in the system with and without our incentive scheme when Spray-and-Wait is used.
the packets for others and compare the results of two sets of experiments. In one set, we let the nodes randomly drop messages when the storage space is full, whereas in the other set, we let nodes learn from the credits received in history and keep the message destined to the most profitable destinations to them. The cooperative nodes learn from the credits received in history and keep the message destined to the most profitable destinations to them. The noncooperative nodes just randomly choose some of the messages in the storage space to drop. Fig. 10 shows the system delivery ratios when the system converges to the stable state. We vary the storage capacity from 50 messages to 250 messages and compare the results from the two dropping behaviors. It can be observed that cooperative behavior always results in higher delivery ratio than random dropping. The difference is more significant when the storage space is smaller. Hence, we can conclude that the cooperative dropping behavior can increase the system delivery ratio compared with randomly dropping. Fig. 11 shows the accumulative credits of the cooperative and random behaviors. It is clear that, at any time, the cooperative behavior brings the nodes more credits than randomly dropping. Therefore, the extended scheme indeed encourages the nodes to cooperatively drop messages.
E. Overhead
In this section, we examine the overhead introduced by our scheme. For mobile nodes, we focus on the storage space occupied by our scheme and the overhead for making meeting records. For the VCC, we examine the time to calculate the credit for each node. We assume that mobile nodes can connect with the VCC once a day. We use crypto++ 5.5.2 [37] for the cryptographic scheme implementation. The tests are performed on a laptop Intel Core 2.67-GHz processor under Windows Vista in 32-bit mode.
Communication Overhead: We use elliptic curve cryptography for the PKI implementation. We set the key length of the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) to 192 bits, and the digital signature of each message digest is 48 b. Assume that the length of the message is x bytes and that the total length of the data message is (48 + x) bytes. In our experiments, x = 1000, and therefore, the communication overhead for data transmission is about 4.6%.
For the authentication process when two nodes meet, we also use a 48-b ECDSA certificate. On average, it requires 6.38 ms for verification per node.
Storage Requirement: In our scheme, the storage requirement comes from two parts: meeting records and message receipts that nodes need to keep before connecting to the VCC.
The average storage usage for meeting records on each node is 118.4 b.
We evaluate the storage requirement for message receipts with different message rates per node and show the results in Fig. 12 .
As we can see, the space requirements for storing message receipts are very small per node. For the MV protocol, the storage overhead is within the range of (5, 25) kB when the number of per-hour messages changes from 5 to 30. The Spray-and-Wait protocol requires more storage, ranging from 10 to 45 kB.
Computation Overhead on VCC: We measure the time to compute the allocation of credits for all nodes in the VCC, as shown in Fig. 13 . When there are more messages generated in the system, the VCC uses more time to verify each messageforwarding behavior and correspondingly allocate the credits to each cooperative node. Overall, it is very fast for VCC to conduct such computation in about 1 min.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a simple and effective incentive scheme in VANETs has been proposed to stimulate the forwarding cooperation of nodes. We are the first to present an incentive scheme for VANETs with a theoretical guarantee. We formally prove, in a coalitional game model, that with our scheme, every relevant node cooperates in forwarding messages, as required by the routing protocol. An extension is made to scenarios with constrained storage space, and a lightweight approach to stimulate cooperation is proposed. We integrate our incentive scheme with MV and Spray-and-Wait, respectively, and evaluate the system performance on testbed traces. The experimental results show that our incentive scheme provides effective stimulation for nodes to cooperate and prevents the degradation of system performance in VANETs with selfish nodes. Although our work provides a theoretical guarantee on the cooperation, we only test it using testbed traces. In the future, more testbed experiments in the real world are needed to further verify our schemes and improve the design based on real implementation problems.
In designing our schemes, we assume that there are no communication failures for the control messages at the physical level of each link. However, in reality, the communication capacity is affected by conditions related to the environment, e.g., shadow fading [38] - [40] , which means that in the intervehicle communications of our scheme (e.g., identity verification and making meeting records), errors may occur due to failures of the physical level and, thus, consequently, the link drops. The authors of [41] proved that the error probability is log-concave for a wide class of multidimensional modulation formats. Based on this finding, they derived nice results on upper and lower bounds and local bounds that are tight in a given region of interest for the error probability. In [42] , a thorough discussion about the impact of bit error rates of links on the quality of different traffic types in VANETs is provided. All the foregoing work shows that the performance of our incentive scheme could be affected by physical-level communication failures. In particular, if the communication failure occurs when the nodes have made meeting records but the data transmission has not finished, the VCC will allocate an inaccurate amount of credits to the intermediate nodes, since the destination cannot receive the correct data in this case.
In our future work, we hope to reduce the impact of communication failures on our incentive schemes. We can work toward the following two directions: 1) We will try to further reduce the length of communication overhead introduced by our schemes. This way, the probability of link failures occurring in transmitting control information can be reduced. 2) We can leverage existing physical-layer techniques in wireless networks to estimate the link residual time based on the surrounding conditions. Consequently, more accurate calculations of credits can be conducted on the VCC. Her research interests include data privacy and economic incentives in wireless networks.
